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John L. Bedker II, Ph.D Receives Fulbright U .S. Scholar Aw ard
to Belarus for 2018-2019
Los Alamos, NM. TechSource is pleased to announce that Dr. John Bedker, TechSource’s Lead Human Capital
Consultant, has received a Fulbright Scholar Program award to Belarus in Leadership and Organizational Behavior.
As a Fulbright Scholar, Dr. Bedker will take part in an innovative project to live, learn, and share experiences in
leadership with students at the Belarusian State Economics University. Dr. Bedker will utilize his extensive expertise
to support the Belarusian people as they transition to a westernized economy and teach Leadership and
Organizational Behavior at the Belarusian State Economics University in Minsk. Dr. Bedker is one of over 800 U.S.
citizens who will teach, conduct research, and provide expertise abroad for the 2018-2019 academic year through
the Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program. Recipients of Fulbright awards are selected on the basis of academic and
professional achievement as well as record of service and demonstrated leadership in their respective fields.
TechSource President and CEO, V. Brian D’Andrea, shared his pleasure that his friend and respected colleague
received this extraordinary honor, “John has been a mentor, trusted advisor, business associate, and friend for over
25 years. His expert counsel is built on an unwavering commitment to use education to improve human interaction
and overall performance through shared experience. On several occasions John’s commitment to achieve change
through shared experiences has directly helped TechSource evolve our management structure and guide us to
operational excellence. Belarus is fortunate to get him, and we are fortunate to have him represent our country.”
Since its establishment in 1946 under legislation introduced by the late U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright of
Arkansas, the Fulbright Program has given more than 380,000 students, scholars, teachers, artists, and scientists
the opportunity to study, teach and conduct research, exchange ideas, and contribute to finding solutions to shared
international concerns.
For further information about the Fulbright Program please visit www.cies.org. To learn more or to find out how to
engage Dr. Bedker please contact Carolyn Holland at cholland@techsource-inc.com.
About TechSource
TechSource is a leading high-technology science and engineering small business offering recognized expertise in accelerator
physics, nuclear sciences, engineering, systems engineering integration, and program and project management. TechSource’s
talented and innovative cohort is comprised of experts, most with 35 years or more of hands-on experience. TechSource offers
policy to test bench technical and management services in coordination with point of interest expertise to organizations
responsible for developing, implementing, operating, and managing high-technology programs nationwide. For over 20 years
TechSource has successfully supported a diverse and expanding client base including U.S. Federal Agencies, the National
Laboratories, the Navajo Nation, and commercial entities focused on solving some of the most complex issues facing the U.S.
today. TechSource is recognized as an independent, qualified expert whose advice and products uniquely and effectively bridge
technical and programmatic requirements.
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